Exercises can make suggestions for the solution actual problem

[great era on January 18, 2015 news] The City University of New York (CUNY) and IBM on 15th has held the high tech competition finals, lets the student “the watson” (Watson) the technology propose the innovation idea with the IBM Corporation's supercomputer, solves difficult problem which New York residents face. Altogether has 10 group of students to participate.

Empress the institute three female students seize the first prize

Those who obtain first is the child and family group Watson LMSW, this group's drop is the virtual welfare worker's software assistant, the goal is reduces worker's burden, the saving of time, helps it better to serve New York's children and the family. The panel members, 21 year-old grove Ting (Kimberly Sy) introduced that this software may by the design be the application software, and installs in the handset or the computer.

This come from empress the institute, because three members are the girls, therefore in process faced with many challenges. Panel member Nekita Singh indicated that because is the girl, therefore they need more courages and self-confident complete this project. “my challenge is, we must have the patience to each other, understood that each other's idea, simultaneously grasps this project the knowledge.”Another member Lizeth Mejia indicated that they to make this project to study the new thing diligently, causes their commercial knowledge to increase.

According to the contest rule, plays in the finals first to be possible to attain 5000 Yuan bonuses, the second 3000 Yuan, the third 2000 Yuan.

The person of Chinese descent participates lives: The competition exercises many kinds of abilities

In the participative student has many are Asian. Asian lives the group which by four is composed, how discussed to improve the fire department and the urgent medical aid service (EMS) and so on department's reply systems. Member Xu Yunying indicated that although has not won the position, but this opportunity is very rare, makes her to understand itself, but also learns to be how better with the human communicates. The member Xu Hao city (Sam Tsui) believed how this opportunity does let him learn in front of many officials a better lecture.

(more)
Other panel member Wang Yanjing encourages to plan that enters the commercial domain the student participation, she said that this experience oneself was understood how the technology to apply “the watson” in the trade, exercises the control project the ability, has the help to the later work.

**Competition for solution actual problem**

Competition's initiator is the City University of New York Baruch Institute (Baruch College) Professor Stan Altman, he summarized the first three win three factors: First, the student proposed question comparison reality; second, solves the question method to have the possibility to apply in the practice; third, the student lectures good which does. Professor Altman thought prize the student chose has conformed to the real issue, and solved the problem with the creative method.

Stan the Altman representation did not know that otherwise will again hold later also the competition, but, IBM Corporation hoped that the City University of New York will open a related curriculum, and will provide “the watson” the technology, will let the student have the possibility to create the true application program.
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